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•

Kerlink Supports Expansion of Senet's Low Power Wide Area Network In Las Vegas for ...
Business Wire (press release)
LAS VEGAS--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Senet, a leading provider of cloud-based software, global connectivity service
platforms and network build-out for the Internet of Things (IoT), and Kerlink (ALKLK - FR0013156007), a specialist
and global leader in network solutions dedicated to the IoT, today ...

•

Pioneering startup at Brazilian IoT industry sold in 2017 more than 20000 devices
EurekAlert (press release)
The Brazilian firm DEV Tecnologia is only four years old, yet it already stands out in an increasingly important sector:
the Internet of Things (IoT), which connects web-enabled everyday appliances and objects to one vast network. The
startup is already supplying technological solutions to more than 50 ...

•

IoT and Sustainability: How Farming and IoT Meet
IoT Evolution World (blog)
IoT and Sustainable Resources. On the farm, the weather drives decisions. If there is a drought you try to store, if
there is rain you try to divert. Whether drones are watching above or sensors are buried in the soil, they are being
used to manage resources, optimize crop production and track equipment.

•

Partners Generate IoT Solution For Smart Factories
Sensors Online
ROHM and Litmus Automation are pooling their engineering talent on an IoT solution for smart factories that combine
ROHM sensor and sub-GHz technologies with Litmus Automation's LoopEdge gateway and LoopCloud platform.
Multiple ROHM sensors nodes are installed in industrial and factory ...

•

$20.6 Billion Global IoT in Manufacturing Market 2017-2021 with Clearblade, Konux, Mocana ...
Business Wire (press release)
The IoT in Manufacturing market size to grow from US$6.17 billion in 2016 to US$20.59 billion by 2021, at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 27.2%. The report includes in-depth competitive analysis of these key
players in the IoT in manufacturing market, with their company profiles, SWOT ...

•

Strategies for IoT Security: What are the Risks and the Solutions?
IoT Evolution World (blog)

LK: IoT is the new edge or endpoint in security and deep learning artificial intelligence. The small processor and
memory capacity of IoT will require new ways of authenticating, auditing and securing these endpoints. I will be
covering technologies capable offering post quantum and deep learning ...

•

How the Internet of Things Will Change Your Life in 2018
IoT For All (blog)
As we look forward to a new 12-month cycle of mind-boggling technological leaps and bounds, there's one prediction
we keep hearing from sector analysts more often than any other: after something of a soft landing in consumer terms
last year, the Internet of Things (IoT) is all set to splashdown hard in ...

•

10 Hot IoT Products To Look Out For At CES 2018
CRN
Last year, IoT dominated CES, with companies showing off every connected device you could think of -- even a
smart hairbrush. This year, attendees are looking forward to seeing the newest and craziest IoT products at CES -from smart home products, to examples of the technology powering smart ...

•

Arrow Electronics steps up IoT focus with eInfochips acquisition
The Internet of Business (blog)
Arrow's decision to acquire eInfochips signals that IoT will continue to be a big focus for the company in 2018. In a
statement, Michael Long, Arrow's CEO, president and chairman, said that the purchase will advance the
company's IoT strategy, expand its offerings and help it move into what he called “a ...

•

When Internet of Things Could Reflect in Semiconductor Earnings
Market Realist
The semiconductor industry is transitioning to AI (artificial intelligence) and IoT (Internet of Things). We saw how the
transition to AI could boost growth. Even though AI chips need manufacturing innovation, semiconductor companies
and foundries are still transitioning to a smaller node because IoT ...
Examining IoT Connection Options - No Jitter
IoT solutions to bring new opportunities in 2018 - Automotive World (press release)
Full Coverage
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•

IBM Watson IoT Headquarters - Munich
Office Snapshots
Map Project Office has designed the headquarters for IBM's Watson Internet of Things (IoT) located in Munich,
Germany. The creative brief for the project w.

•

EPAM and HERE partner to accelerate IoT tracking solutions
HERE 360
Collaboration helps power connected business models with location-aware IoT solutions.

•

Windows 10 iot kodi
Devinnova
The interface options appear to only accept a A closer look at Windows 10 S, Windows 10 on ARM and Windows
10 IoT. Asi největší pozornost vzbudilo oznámení podpory $25 Orange Pi Win Development Board To Run Windows
10 IoT (and how-to ics intel IoT jelly bean kernel kickstarter kodi linaro ...

•

Avnet Launches Cloud-Based IoT Platform & Services via Azure
MSN.com
Avnet, Inc. AVT recently announced its cloud-based software platform and a host of connectivity solutions to assist
organizations develop Internet of Things (IoT) related products and services.The scalable platform known as
IoTConnect leverages Microsoft MSFT Azure's hybrid cloud computing for data ...

•

5 IoT Applications In Logistics & Supply Chain Management
AirFinder
Check out these use cases to learn how a real-time location system can make supply chain management significantly
less challenging.

•

IoT
LinkedIn
Posted 1 day ago. The IoT Software Testing Engineer ensures high quality content is published to the ThingWorx
Marke...See this and similar jobs on LinkedIn.

•

6 IoT Trends to Watch for in 2018
Konstant Infosolutions

2018 would be a year seeing hike in technology and with IoT all in focus you can expect a few trends brining the
Internet of Technology in the limelight. Let's enumerate them!

•

IoT Implementation
Embitel
IoT Implementation: As IoT is rapidly taking on the business world, has business organizations been able to fully
adopt IoT? Not really, says the IoT Business Index report.

•

Head of IoT - Telia Norway
FINN.no
Are you up for it? Were here to create a New Generation Telco, and you could be a part of it! You will be working
together with a committed and talented group of people on ideas that just might change business altogether. We want
you to share our values, Dare, Care and Simplify! We want you to dare to ...

•

Modern Edge Minute: 3 Reasons To Innovate With IoT On The Edge
CRNtv Videos | CRN
With over 8.4 billion connected things in use worldwide last year, edge computing is becoming an even more vital
part of any solution provider business.

1 day ago
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•

Addressing the fundamental challenges to IoT data management
TechTarget (blog)
In early November, I had the pleasure of presenting at Intel's Global IoT DevFest, an online-curated forum that
provided industry thought leaders, innovators, developers and enthusiasts worldwide with a platform to share
knowledge, present visions, conduct deep-dive training and share real-world uses ...

•

PoLTE Announces Lite-Touch Architecture – an Advanced LTE Cloud Computing Location ...
Business Wire (press release)

This includes IoT-based applications that historically relied on GPS, with its high rate of power consumption, as well
as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth with their added size, cost and network complexity. The Lite-Touch Architecture is built on top
of PoLTE's patented Positioning over LTE location technology capable ...

•

First Juicero, Now Otto: Is IoT Reaching Peak Hype?
Electronics360
Recent developments in smart home and internet of things (IoT) technology would be unimaginable a few decades
ago. Automated homes are increasingly looking like something out of The Jetsons: users can talk to their
refrigerators, monitor the status of most smart devices using their phones and turn ...

•

Guardzilla Named Home Security Camera Company of the Year by IoT Breakthrough
GlobeNewswire (press release)
ST. LOUIS, Jan. 04, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Guardzilla; a leader in affordable, HD WiFi security cameras that
enable customers to monitor and protect their homes inside and out from their smartphone, today announced it has
been named Home Security Camera Company of the Year by IoT ...
IoT Breakthrough Announces Winners Of 2018 Awards Program - Markets Insider
Full Coverage

•

Satnews Daily
SatNews Publishers
According to the latest research from Inmarsat, the Internet of Things (IoT) will play a critical role in helping mining
businesses to increase the level of automation and improve production efficiency, enabling them to compete with
rivals operating in lower cost markets. Market research specialist Vanson ...

•

Can the IoT Rekindle Consumer Love for Cable Operators?
IOT Journal
As the Internet of Things (IoT) continues to evolve and find its true value proposition, creating perhaps equal parts
excitement and confusion along the way, a few trends are emerging. One trend is the emphasis on connected
devices that increase efficiency. Smart-home IoT services help residents live ...
Chinese operators dominated cellular Internet of Things (IoT) connections globally: Report - The Statesman
Mining companies look to IoT to boost competitive advantage - Land Mobile magazine
What next for consumer IoT ecosystem? - gulfnews.com
Full Coverage

•

3 Ways IoT Could Save the Environment
IoT For All (blog)
While it's been argued that there's no true “killer app” for IoT, many of the examples we hear of today involve
predictive maintenance, manufacturing, or smart home and smart city solutions. It's well known that IoT will have a
huge impact on the environment. Agtech and smart homes give us insights that ...

•

5 considerations for reliable edge computing in the age of IoT
DatacenterDynamics
The Internet of Things (IoT) is quickly becoming the backbone of today's digital infrastructure and many modern
enterprises, as billions of new connected devices come online each year. What I observe on a daily basis while
evaluating data center designs and IT platform resiliency for Uptime Institute, ...

•

How AI Can Enhance IoT-Based iGaming
IoT Business News (press release) (blog)
And the IoT can help the actual companies behind the virtual casinos to measure what experiences are most
engaging, how to keep gamers interested, etc. Smart watches can even be integrated to measure excitement (via
heart rate) so that games can adjust to keep gamers thrilled. There's a lot that ...

•

InvestEGGator: Paso Pacifico's 3D printed turtle eggs use IoT to track poachers
3ders.org (blog)
Paso Pacifico, a conservation organization that uses fake 3D printed turtle eggs to track illegal poachers,
believes Internet of Things (IoT) connectivity can help improve its environmental mission, which is now named
“InvestEGGator.” Over the last few years, we've heard about the work of Paso Pacifico ...
WEB

•

a tsunami of change - the journey to cognitive
IBM
Examining the promise of cognitive systems, the final component driving automotive development forward, helping at
key junctures in the process.

•

IoT Devices, Sensors, and Actuators Explained
LeanIX Blog
Learn more about devices, sensors, and actuators in an IoT framework.

•

Embedded Firmware / Hardware Development Engineers

Jobsite
Job title: Embedded Firmware / Hardware Development Engineers IoT (Two Required). Salary: £50,000 to £60,000
Dependent on Experience. Sector: Internet of Things. Location: Chelsea, London. About the company. We are
unlocking the Internet of Things (IoT), enabling devices in a way that their ...

•

IoT platform collaborations and consolidation are coming
IoT Now
The Internet of Things (IoT) is hotter than ever and in 2018 there will be more collaboration between market leaders,
even as the community of 300+ platforms begins inevitable consolidation. According to Matt Smith, CTO at Software
AG, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) will begin to ...

•

Role of Cloud Backend in IoT and Basics of IoT Cloud Applications
Embitel
We highlight the fundamentals of IOT cloud applications, technologies needed to develop them and how they are
empowering IOT in managing the humungous amount of data that is collected by sensors/devices.

•

Mining businesses see IoT as key to remaining competitive
Inmarsat
Mining businesses see IoT as key to remaining competitive. 04 January 2018: Businesses in the mining industry are
backing the Internet of Things (IoT) to help them retain their market share as competition in the sector intensifies, the
quality of seams decreases, and profit margins are put under pressure ...

•

IoT Graph
Dribbble
Hello folks, This holiday season I spent some time creating an animation for the IoT Platform we've built for a major
Telco. It's a simple way to show the complexity of the real product. I hope you...

•

NuMaker-mbed-AWS-IoT-example
Mbed Developer
Example for Connection with AWS IoT thru MQTT/HTTPS on Mbed OS This is an example to demonstrate
connection with [AWS IoT](https://aws.amazon.com/iot) on Nuvoton Mbed-enabled boards. ## Supported platforms
On Mbed OS, connection with AWS IoT requires Mbed TLS. It requires more than ...

•

Network Throughput Optimization for Random Access Narrowband Cognitive Radio Internet of ...
IEEE Xplore

Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT) is a new technology being implemented into the Long-Term Evolution (LTE)
standards to support machine to machine (M2.

•

NuMaker-mbed-AWS-IoT-example
mbed.com
Example for Connection with AWS IoT thru MQTT/HTTPS on Mbed OS. Home · History · Graph · API
Documentation · Wiki · Pull Requests. Download repository: zip gz. Files at revision 0:b2ef0e7ed2b5. / default tip.
Name, Size, Actions. [up] .gitignore, 32, Revisions Annotate. Repository toolbox ...

2 days ago
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•

Qtum Foundation, Trusted IoT Alliance, and Chronicled Develop Blockchain IoT Cases
IoT Evolution World (blog)
In a recent release, Chronicled and The Qtum Foundation have announced a collaboration to combine the Internet
of Things (IoT) with Blockchain technology, developing real-world use cases integrating smart devices with a secure
distributed ledger back end. This will take place in collaboration with ...

•

The IoT Paradox: 53% Of Consumers See Value, 9% Trust Data Security
MediaPost Communications
While consumers see the value in IoT services, they also are concerned about the security of their data and how it's
being used. The majority (53%) of consumers say the Internet of Things makes their life easier, but only 9% have a
high level of trust that their data collected and shared via IoT is secure, ...
IoT Applications in Agriculture - IoT For All (blog)
The 10 Most Relevant IoT Developments of the Year - talkiot.co.za (blog)
5 predictions for the Internet of Things in 2018 and beyond - Network World
Full Coverage

•

Global Net Solutions Unveils Its IoT S-Badge for Increased Safety, Security and Business Insights
IoT Business News (press release) (blog)
Global Net Solutions (GNS), today unveiled its S-Badge, a revolutionary IoT-based security solution designed to
improve safety and tackle insider threats and breaches in high security environments, such as airports, hospitals,
school districts and college campuses, government agencies and more.

•

Global Net Solutions Unveils Its IoT S-Badge for Increased Safety, Security and Business Insights
Business Wire (press release)

LOS ANGELES--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Global Net Solutions (GNS), an innovator in facilities-based smart security and
business intelligence solutions, today unveiled its S-Badge, a revolutionary IoT-based security solution designed to
improve safety and tackle insider threats and breaches in high security ...

•

Arrow acquires eInfochips to further its IoT leadership position
IoT Tech News
Arrow Electronics has announced that it has signed a definitive agreement to acquire California-based product
engineering and software R&D services firm eInfochips. eInfochips specialises in IoT-based business models. Arrow
expects to further its IoT platform through the acquisition. Arrow's IoT ...
Arrow Electronics to Buy eInfochips, Expand IoT Capabilities - Nasdaq
Arrow Electronics to Buy eInfochips, Expand IoT Capabilities - Zacks.com
Arrow Electronics acquires IoT specialist eInfochips - Gigabit Magazine - Technology News, Magazine and Website
Full Coverage

•

SolidRun Supports Google Cloud IoT Core Public Beta for the Enterprise
IoT Evolution World (blog)
SolidRun, a developer and manufacturer of high-performance embedded solutions and edge computing platforms,
has announced its support for the public beta of Google Cloud IoT Core, a fully managed service on Google Cloud
Platform (GCP) designed to securely connect and manage IoT devices at ...

•

Evaluating the Business Impact of Industrial IoT
DesignNews
Most of the technology used in IoT solutions has been around for some time. A recent trend driving its growth is
commercial: the reduced cost of sensors and the affordability of cloud computing. Yet companies must still assess
the business value that can be achieved before deciding to go ahead with a ...

•

Ransomware, Automation, and IoT Bots, Oh My!
Security Boulevard
Throughout the last couple of years, we saw cyber-attacks grow in frequency, complexity, size, and more, making
them even more difficult to defend against. Adding to the challenge of protecting data was the advent of IoTbotnets.
In fact, 55% of security professionals indicated they thought the Internet of ...

•

7 IoT trends that will define 2018
Network World

The IoT has already proven itself to be the engine of innovation that will unite humankind in ways never before
imagined. Whether you end up being one of those who benefits from the massive changes being currently fostered
by the IoT will largely depend on how well you prepare yourself ahead of ...

•

For CES 2018, security of connected devices still a core fear
CNET
Hackers have known about IoT devices' weak defenses for a while, taking control of single-purpose gadgets like
cameras and DVRs around the world to create botnets, a vast army of devices they can use to launch attacks online.
In October, for instance, researchers at Netlab 360 discovered the ...
WEB

•

Compare Carbon Black Predictive Security Cloud vs. Labeeb IoT
Software Comparisons - FinancesOnline.com
For overall product quality, Carbon Black Predictive Security Cloud attained 8.5 points, while Labeeb IoT gained 8.0
points. At the same time, for user satisfaction, Carbon Black Predictive Security Cloud scored 100%, while
Labeeb IoT scored 100%. Details about their unique elements, tools, supported ...

•

IoT Privacy and Security Challenges for Smart Home Environments
Hacker Noon
IoT Privacy and Security Challenges for Smart Home Environments. Are Your Fish Tanks a Security Risk? “Someone
used the fish tank to get into the network, and once they were in the fish tank, they scanned and found other
vulnerabilities and moved laterally to other places in the network.” — Justin ...

•

How IoT-enabled Smart Buildings cut down energy costs
Softweb Solutions
Intelligent building solution that makes occupants more comfortable and productive by improving energy and increase
operational efficiency, Get in touch with our experts to know more.

•

Europe's answer for IoT Security: Baseline security recommendations
Rambus
While politicians in the United States have been discussing measures to tackle the oft-ignored but nevertheless
growing issue of Internet of Things (IoT) security, similar measures are being discussed across the pond. On
November, 2017, the European Union Agency for Network and Information ...

•

IoT for sustainable retail
IBM

IoT technology can help retail stores reduce wasted energy, and help consumers make smart choices about
sustainable shopping.

•

New-Gen Technologies Make IoT Transformational
Cisco Blog
Is IoT the driving force for digital transformation? Only when it's combined with AI, fog computing, and blockchain.

•

Sercomm and Sequans Introduce New LTE IoT Button Device
Sequans Communications
The Sercomm LTE IoT button is a simple IoT solution that can be programmed to perform a variety of “one-click”
tasks, such as mobile ordering of products or supplies, triggering of automatic alerts, or provisioning of logistical
services or maintenance tasks that occur at irregular intervals. The LTE IoT ...

•

Firmware for AWS iot
Qualcomm Developer Network
Firmware for AWS iot. firdaus. Join Date: 11 Dec 17. Posts: 6. Posted: Wed, 2018-01-03 02:18. Top. Hi everyone,. 1)
Where can I get the firmware for AWS IoT for QCA4010 module? 2) How can I get the "
raw_flashimage_AR401X_REV6_IOT_MP1_hostless_ap+sta_mcc+aws_singleband_4bitflash.bin ...

•

The Home Show: How Smart Homes & IOT Are Helping Carers
Unruly
This week's Home Show features Howz, an IOT company whose devices are designed to help carers and the elderly
live full, independent lives.

•

Samsung to Share How it's Bringing the Seamless and Smart IoT Experience to Life at CES 2018
Samsung Newsroom
At CES 2018, Samsung Electronics will share its vision and strategy for an intelligent and seamless Internet of Things
(IoT) experience for all consumers, showcased by the latest innovations Samsung has made to start bringing this
experience to reality, now. Samsung's press conference at this year's ...

3 days ago
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•

Improving Operations And Maintenance With IoT
Facility Executive Magazine

With the Internet of Things (IoT) making it possible to access data about everything from temperature to equipment
effectiveness in real time, it's easier than ever to control and monitor a facility remotely. The data collected by
the IoT allows facility management teams to be more effective in preventing ...

•

Sigfox CIO Said to Be Latest Senior Exec to Depart
Light Reading
His exit from the Internet of Things specialist, if confirmed, would follow an exodus of senior managers in 2017
triggered by the resignation of deputy CEO Xavier Drilhon in March. (See Sigfox in Peril as Senior Execs Exit –
Sources.) Drilhon quit after clashing with CEO and co-founder Ludovic Le Moan ...

•

DSP, Emza, Himax unveil AI-based human presence IoT visual sensor
Telecompaper
DSP, Emza Visual Sense, and Himax Technologies announced the launch of the WiseEye IoT for consumer
appliances and industrial applications. The companies said this is the industry's first ultra-low power, always-on,
intelligent visual sensor adding human presence awareness for consumer ...
DSP Group, Emza and Himax Announce Industry's First AI based Human Presence IoT Visual ... - GlobeNewswire
(press release)
Full Coverage

•

Arrow Aims To Aggressively Bolster IoT Business With Acquisition Of eInfochips
CRN
Arrow Electronics said Tuesday it plans to acquire design and managed services player eInfochips as the distributor
looks to dramatically expand its Internet of Things strategy and offerings. Michael Long, chairman, president and
CEO of Centennial, Colo.-based Arrow, said in a statement that the ...
Arrow Electronics to acquire product engineering company eInfochips - VCCircle
Arrow buys cloud design services giant - eeNews Europe
Arrow starts the year with an acquisition - evertiq.com
Full Coverage

•

How IoT trackers can fight poachers
Network World
Sea turtles have been survived for millions of years, but now face extinction. as poachers. How do you protect sea
turtles eggs on remote, miles-long beaches in developing countries from poachers working in the dark? Global
System for Mobile Communications, or GSM, enabled IoT trackers may ...

•

ABI Research IoT Security Update: M&A and Investment Ramping Up
IoT Evolution World (blog)
IoT Security technology maturity is on the rise in industrial settings, transport and automotive, government and public
services, according to the recently-released ABI Research IoT Security Semi-annual Update. With risk assessments
becoming more common for operational technologies, and security ...
IoT Security Semiannual Update: M&A and Investment Ramping-Up to Secure Deployments - Broadway World
IoT Security Semiannual Update: M&A and Investment Ramping-Up to Secure Deployments - PR Newswire (press
release)
Full Coverage

•

Connected Humans, Connected Things: AI and Human Intelligence in 2018
IoT Evolution World (blog)
Andy Fitze, co-founder of SwissCognitive, believes the real potential of solving real world problems, including in the
world of IoT, will always be driven by human beings, supported by artificial intelligence, never replaced by avatars.
“There's no evidence avatars will do everything,” Fitze said, “given the ...

•

IoT Technology Addresses Climate Change, Environmental Conditions in Lebanon
IOT Journal
Two Lebanese entities have completed pilots using Libelium Internet of Things (IoT) technology to monitor the
environment and combat climate change. Although the two use cases differ (one is a smart-city project, the other a
viticulture system), the same technology is bringing sensor-based visibility that ...

•

Vecna Robotics AGVs Feature IIoT Monitoring in IoT Journal
Digital Journal
John Hayes, Vecna Robotics' VP of sales and logistic, recently discussed how AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle)
manufacturers have found a way to concretize IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things) monitoring data and make it
actionable, predictive, and fundamentally useful. The article is featured in IoT ...

•

10 IoT Vendors To Watch In 2018
CRN
The Internet of Things was talked about all throughout 2017, and now that 2018 is here solution providers want to
know who will be the leaders in IoT. From security to industrial IoT, vendors are attacking the market from multiple
fronts – and building up channel programs around their strategies as they ...
Why Consumers Should Fear the Internet of Things' Dark Side - Verdict

FROM MAGAZINE: How IoT and airline alliances will transform the cargo industry - STAT Times
Internet of Things (IoT) Security Market: 2017 Demand, its Health Benefits, Price, Top ... - MilTech
Full Coverage
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•

Internet of Things London: Women in #iot
Internet of Things
We're capturing the women working in the internet of things as a global resource and way of building on top of Adrian
McEwen's fantastic list. Please feel free to submit women you know/meet.

•

Internet of Things (IoT) Market Worth 2488 Billion by 2022 with
KRBK
Internet of Things Global Market - Overview. IoT or Internet of things can be explained as a network which helps to
connect multiple smart devices enabled with software and network connectivity and exchange information between
each other and with the server. Today, IoT is a billion-dollar market and is ...

•

SolidRun Supports Google Cloud IoT Core Public Beta, Increasing
fox34.com
2, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- SolidRun, a leading developer and manufacturer of high-performance embedded solutions,
and edge computing platforms, today announced support for the public beta of Google Cloud IoT Core, a fully
managed service on Google Cloud Platform (GCP) to securely connect and ...

•

Qtum Foundation, Trusted IoT Alliance, and Chronicled, Inc. to D
fox34.com
"The partnership with Chronicled and UC Berkeley represents the frontier of innovation in IoT, smart contracts, and
privacy for enterprise applications. We are delighted to be partnering with some of the strongest researchers and
innovators in the world who are leading enterprise implementations," said ...

•

SoftBank, Vayyar Team On IoT
Communications Today
SoftBank and Israel-based Vayyar Imaging have formed a partnership to jointly develop products and solutions
for IoT imaging in Japan. Under the partnership, the pair will collaborate in the IoT field to support all manner of use
cases, including pioneering applications for Vayyar products, combining ...

•

SensorInsight Integrate for Watson IoT

IBM
SensorInsight Integrate is a software solution and services offering that enables adoption and implementation of IBM
Watson IOT. We provide implementations for Watson IOT; includes education and a complete Software as a Service.
This service can dramatically change the expense and ongoing ...

•

IoT Announcements from AWS re:Invent 2017
Idexcel
Amidst primitive turmoil in the IoT world, AWS unveiled its various solutions for IoT spreading over a large range of
usage. The directionless forces of IoT.

•

Huawei OWS Global Developer Contest helps boost operations digitalisation
IoT Now
The finals of the Huawei OWS Developer Contest were recently held in Shenzhen. This competition aims to
encourage Huawei services staff to be innovative an.

•

6 months IOT industrial training in Noida
LinkedIn
IOT stands for Internet of Things which is a system of physical objects or things which can be controlled using
electronics, sensors, software and network connections, thus enabling these objects to gather and exchange
information. It indicates to the swiftly growing network of physical objects and other ...

•

Convergence Creators
Atos
Providing advanced monitoring capability for spot beams in high throughput satellites. Whitepaper: Mobile Networks
in a smart digital future. Deploying a platform for IoT and NB-IoT supporting 3GPP SCEF, MTC-AAA and MTC-IWF.
Infographic: Critical communication at the crossroads. Moving beyond ...

4 days ago
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•

The Best of IoT For All: The Top 10 Articles of 2017
IoT For All (blog)
We're looking back on a great year of learning and sharing knowledge on all things IoT. We're so grateful for our
readers and all of our contributors who have shared their insights and expertise with the world. What was top-of-mind
for IoT industry professionals this year? What trends and predictions ...
It's going to be a Happy New Year for Artificial intelligence & robotics experts - Economic Times

Full Coverage

•

Iota (IOT/USD) Analysis January 2, 2018
iNVEZZ
For machine economy proponents and IoT fans, IOTA should be their lube. Who needs costly lube? Me neither. But
unfortunately, people think it's cheap and they want to bring everything to equilibrium and that's why despite the overvaluation and the consequent lower lows, prices couldn't dip below $3 ...

•

NIST looks to private sector for help securing IoT devices
FederalNewsRadio.com
NIST is looking for partnerships with the private sector to secure Internet of Things devices. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology invite companies to provide products and technical expertise to support and demonstrate
security platforms for the Mitigating IoT-Based DDoS Building Block.

•

Living On the Edge
EE Journal
So, for example, when describing the overall architecture of the Internet of Things, we have several large-scale
features that need names. We have “things” and we have the “cloud.” Drilling deeper, we have a big, giant network
connecting it all together. And there are different places in that network that ...

•

Ember Ceramic Smart Mug Review: IoT for your coffee
SlashGear
My coffee mug needed a firmware update. Not the usual start to my caffeine-fueled day, no, but a side-effect of
Ember's ceramic mug, an app-controlled kitchen addition to the Internet of Things. It's betting on the idea that there
are tea and coffee lovers willing to spend eighty bucks on a mug that keeps ...

•

IOTA (IOT) moved up $0.2 for a day
BZ Weekly
It was good day for IOTA (IOT), as it jumped by $0.2 or 5.85%, touching $3.62. Cryptocoin Experts believe that IOTA
(IOT) is looking for the $3.982 goal. According to 2 analysts could reach $9.19569509774246. The highest price was
$3.69 and lowest of $3.25 for December 31 – January 1. The open ...

•

Critical Comparison: CEVA (CEVA) versus EZchip Semiconductor (EZCH)
The Ledger Gazette

The Company partners with semiconductor companies and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to create
connected devices for a range of end markets, including mobile, consumer, automotive, industrial and Internet of
things (IoT). The Company operates in the segment of licensing of intellectual ...

•

Four telecom infrastructure trends driving network of the future
TechTarget
Four telecom infrastructure trends -- SDN, NFV, IoT and 5G -- are driving the network of the future, but telecom
networks are more likely to transform in 2020, not 2018.

•

Analysts See $1.42 EPS for Hubbell (HUBB); TELIT COMMUNICATIONS (TTCNF) Shorts ...
UtahHerald.com
Telit Communications PLC, together with its subsidiaries, provides a portfolio of integrated products, platforms, and
services to support and enable Internet of Things deployments in the EMEA, the APAC, and the Americas. The
company has market cap of $253.80 million. It operates in two divisions, IoT ...

•

The smart home platform war pits logistics against context
Stacey on IoT
It's been a decade since the iPhone launched, beginning the race to win at the mobile web. Somewhere around 2012
the big internet and computing companies looked up and realized that the next wave of disruption was heading their
way with the smart home. In response, we saw Google spend an ...
WEB

•

Compare C3 IoT Platform vs. Kuoll
Software Comparisons - FinancesOnline.com
Here you can compare C3 IoT Platform and Kuoll and see their functions compared contrastively to help you pick
which one is the better product. Likewise, you can review their overall ratings, such as: overall score (C3 IoTPlatform:
8.2 vs. Kuoll: 8.0) and user satisfaction (C3 IoT Platform: 100% vs.

•

Notes from IoT Support
IBM
From all of us in IBM Watson Internet of Things Support, we we say: A heartfelt thank you, and we hope this new
year sees even greater prosperity and success for you all! While we sleep away the day, then wake only to gorge
ourselves on traditional New Year's Day fare (Hoppin' John anyone?), we still ...

•

Quick and dirty IOT triangle
TradingView

TradingView UK. Iota / Bitcoin (BITFINEX:IOTBTC). Get more trading ideas from Brenna364. Follow market experts,
get opinions and be heard! Join the largest trading & investing community on the planet.

•

Send SMS Messages From Your IoT Projects Using Wia & Twilio
Wia Blog
Start sending SMS messages from any IoT device using the Wia cloud and Twilio.

•

WATCH: ioT start-ups making waves in Africa
MSN.com
CAPE TOWN - The Internet of Things (IoT) has already changed our world by connecting almost every machine to
the internet with the aim of improving lives and positively impacting businesses Forecasts by Africa Analysis shows
that the IoT installed base in South Africa will reach 35 million by 2020.

•

Data Integration Is the Cure to Increasing IoT Adoption in Healthcare
EMC InFocus - Dell EMC
Roger Burnett, Principle Consultant for Dell EMC Services explains how a use case provides a framework to assess
the business value of IOT in Healthcare.

•

Creative IOT Mobile Ui
Dribbble
Iot is the next level of the technology we have today and this app is a game changing by techniques that will change
the way people use locks and security.

•

Part Time Trainer - Sr. IoT Developer
Naukri.com
Job Description for the post of Part Time Trainer - Sr. IoT Developer in myTectra Learning Solutions Pvt Ltd. in
Bengaluru/Bangalore for 5 to 10 years of experience. Apply Now!

•

Magen IOT Admin Dashboard

ThemeForest
Buy Magen IOT Admin Dashboard by rex_q on ThemeForest. Magen IOT is a professional Internet of things admin
dashboard template with clean and clear design. It is fully resp...

5 days ago
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Bose, Sonos Speakers Vulnerable To Remote Hijacking And Nefarious Network Spying
Hot Hardware
Are consumers putting too much trust into smart speakers that a monitor their surroundings and send recorded data
over the web? That is a question that was recently posed, drawing a comment from the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) calling digital assistants and other IoT devices a "triple threat ...

•

These Internet of Things Stocks Can Fly Even Higher in 2018
Madison.com
The industrial IoT market could be worth a whopping $933 billion by 2025, growing at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 27.8% over the next seven years. Grand View Research forecasts that the industrial IoTmarket already
exceeded $100 billion in value in 2016, so it will get even bigger in ...
Internet of Things (IoT) Managed Services Market Forecast Including Growth Factors, Types And ... - MilTech
Full Coverage

•

These Internet of Things Stocks Can Fly Even Higher in 2018
Nasdaq
The Internet of Things (IoT) market is already worth billions of dollars. One estimate suggests that the
global IoTmarket's revenue could increase from $157 billion in 2016 to $457 billion in 2020, driven by the growth of
smart cities, industrial applications, connected vehicles, and healthcare. Of these ...

•

Review
AutomatedBuildings.com (press release)
Can we create a Human Internet of Things? https://www.ngi.eu aims to shape the future internet as an interoperable
platform ecosystem that embodies the values that Europe holds dear: openness, inclusivity, transparency, privacy,
cooperation, and protection of data. The NGI will drive this technological ...
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Teaching the IoT Monster to Ride a Bike
AutomatedBuildings.com (press release)

This article scolds my use of IoT as a Thing, A Perspective on the IoT for Buildings As the community of
professionals, service companies, engineers, and vendors that serve building owners, we should be doing all we can
to clarify and simplify these topics and reduce the noise around IoT technologies ...
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The Road Ahead: Two IoT Security Predictions for 2018
RFID Journal
The Internet of Things (IoT) market is set to grow dramatically in 2018 and beyond. In fact, according to estimates
from IHS, the install base for IoT devices will grow to 30.7 billion by 2020, and 75.4 billion by 2025. The benefits of
smart technology, 24-7 connectivity and the massive flow of accompanying ...
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Sierra Wireless (NASDAQ:SWIR) and EMCORE (EMKR) Critical Review
StockNewsTimes
Sierra Wireless, Inc. is engaged in building the Internet of Things (IoT) with wireless solutions for organizations. The
Company's OEM Solution segment offers cellular embedded wireless modules for IoT connectivity, including an
embedded application framework to support customer applications.
Why Sierra Wireless, Inc. Stock Fell 11.8% in December - Motley Fool
Full Coverage
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Saudi Arabia Organizes First International Exhibition on IoT
Asharq Al-awsat English
... achieving its 2030 development vision, applying the digital transformation program 2020 and using appropriate
mechanisms to diversify investments, thereby harnessing the best way to transfer global knowledge and expertise to
the local market, which is rich in great opportunities for IoT applications.

•

SoftBank Launches IoT Partnership with Sensor Developer Vayyar Imaging
CTech
SoftBank Launches IoT Partnership with Sensor Developer Vayyar Imaging ... SoftBank Corporation, a subsidiary of
telecommunication juggernaut SoftBank Group Corporation, is launching an Internet of Things collaboration with
sensor developer Vayyar Imaging Ltd., the companies announced ...

•

Acronis predicts the digital trends to watch in 2018
iTWire
"In 2018 there will also be a noticeable shift toward edge computing, i.e. pushing majority of IoT processing power
back to the device level. As IoT devices look for greater speed and autonomy, sending data to and from the cloud in
real time will become unfeasible. A self-driving car or drone, for example, ...
WEB

•

Compare AppMarket vs. C3 IoT Platform
Software Comparisons - FinancesOnline.com
Here you can compare C3 IoT Platform and AppMarket and see their functions compared in detail to help you decide
on which one is the better product. Likewise, you can review their overall ratings, for instance: overall score
(C3 IoT Platform: 8.2 vs. AppMarket: 8.5) and user satisfaction (C3 IoT ...

•

C3 IoT Platform Reviews
FinancesOnline.com
Looking for honest C3 IoT Platform reviews? ➣ Need credible pricing info? ➣ Our Experts analyzed its: ✓ Features
✓ Pros and Cons ✓ Integrations.

•

Compare C3 IoT Platform vs. Tanium
Software Comparisons - FinancesOnline.com
Here you can compare Tanium and C3 IoT Platform and see their functions compared contrastively to help you
decide on which one is the better product. Also, you can compare their overall ratings, such as: overall score
(Tanium: 8.6 vs. C3 IoT Platform: 8.2) and user satisfaction (Tanium: 100% vs.

•

Compare C3 IoT Platform vs. Zscaler
Software Comparisons - FinancesOnline.com
Unsure which solution is best for your company? ➣ See our detailed comparison of zscaler & c3-iot-platform: ✓
features ✓ pricing ✓ integrations.

•

IOT/USD - Buy Opportunity
TradingView
IOT/USD appears to be ready for an up move. Iota has been trading within a sideways structure for a while. Recently
there has been signs of bullish momentum each time the price action supports on the horizontal support zone
between 2.40 and 3.00. If price manages to break and close above the ...

•

LooK Watch - First IoT Integrated Standalone Smartwatch by LAIPAC TECHNOLOGY INC.
Kickstarter
LAIPAC TECHNOLOGY INC. is raising funds for LooK Watch - First IoT Integrated Standalone Smartwatch on
Kickstarter! We are excited to present the first IoT ready standalone smartwatch that is a top of the line product
affordable for everybody.

6 days ago
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2018 prediction: The endangered hyperlink
ZDNet
"Hey, send me that link!" You'll hear that phrase everywhere and in every language around the world. The hyperlink is
as core part of our global culture as it is core to the Internet itself. It's how we share photos, videos and pay our bills;
it's how billions of dollars in e-commerce are transacted daily; it's our ...
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Global X Internet of Things Thematic ETF (SNSR) Rises 0.76% for Dec 30
BZ Weekly
Dec 30 is a positive day so far for Global X Internet of Things Thematic ETF (NASDAQ:SNSR) as the ETF is active
during the day after gaining 0.76% to hit $19.85 per share. The exchange traded fund has 66.64M net assets and
1.27% volatility this month. Over the course of the day 37,833 shares traded ...
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Silver Spring Networks (NYSE:SSNI) versus Its Competitors Financial Contrast
TrueBlueTribune
It offers solutions built upon SilverLink Network and Data platforms, including advanced metering, distribution
automation, demand-side management, street lights and its wireless Internet protocol version 6 (IPv6) network
service for the IoT, Starfish. Through its managed application services, it manages ...

•

Bosch Invests “Significant Sum” in IOTA
News4C
Unlike most cryptocurrencies, IOTA uses a special blockchain distributed ledger solutions that are designed
for IoT use cases. This special blockchain also allows all connected devices to safely transfer money and data for a
low fee. The total market value of IOTA Is estimated at more than $10 billion ...

•

Corsair Capital Management LP Has Raised By $3.47 Million Its Sinclair Broadcast Group (SBGI ...
Herald KS
Lantronix, Inc. provides secure data access and management solutions for Internet of Things assets in the
Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and the Asia Pacific Japan. The company has market cap of $36.31
million. The companyÂ's IoT products include IoT gateways, which provide secure ...

•

Croatian LED Lighting Systems for Smart Cities and Internet of Things Networks
Total Croatia News
“Our production-prototype plant in the Kamenarka neighbourhood includes a showroom, a manufacturing section, the
main production line, an IOT laboratory and a fast prototyping facility. As a combination of local knowledge and
cutting-edge technology, Leda's products are designed, assembled, ...
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Southwest Airlines Co. (LUV) Analysts See $0.84 EPS; Inseego (INSG) Sellers Increased By 1.09 ...
NormanObserver.com
Inseego Corp., together with its subsidiaries, provides software-as-a-service and solutions for Internet of
Things(IoT) worldwide. The company has market cap of $93.84 million. It sells telematics solutions, including fleet
management, asset tracking and monitoring, stolen vehicle recovery, and usage ...
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5 tech trends to watch out for in 2018
DailyO
Recent reports peg blockchain's influence to expand to the ever-connected world of the Internet of Things (IoT) thus
transforming it forever. For starters, with the two meeting, the risk of hacking will be greatly reduced as data will be
stored across a “chain” of thousands, possibly millions of computers.

•

Berenberg Bank Reconfirmed Telit Communications (LON:TCM) As a Hold; They Now Have a ...
Frisco Fastball
Telit Communications PLC, together with its subsidiaries, provides a portfolio of integrated products, platforms, and
services to support and enable Internet of Things deployments in the EMEA, the APAC, and the Americas. The
company has market cap of 195.32 million GBP. It operates in two divisions, ...
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IOTA Applications: Where to Use IOTA
Profit Confidential
IOTA is a cryptocurrency designed for the “Internet of Things” (IoT), but IOTA applications have a lot more potential
than just enabling microtransactions for the IoT. To get a proper grasp of what IOTA is bringing to the cryptocurrency
table, one has to understand “Tangle” and how it differs from the ...
WEB
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Think Big, Start Small, Move Fast | Report
PTC.com
Gartner Research explores in detail how to create an IoT framework that delivers business value and supports longterm success.

•

Top iot companies 2017
eloNatura
We take a look at the top 10 IoT app development companies of 2017 -. These are the most powerful IoTcompanies
that will be shaping this growing market. The IoT Breakthrough Awards recognize the top companies and products in
the Internet of Things industry today. The year 2016 saw Cyber threat ...

•

nassir-malik/IOT-Home-Automation-Smart-Surge-Protector-Power-Strip
GitHub
Smart-Surge-Protector-Power-Strip. Contribute to IOT-Home-Automation-Smart-Surge-Protector-Power-Strip
development by creating an account on GitHub.

•

Accord Project Partners with the Trusted IoT Alliance
Trusted IoT Alliance
The Accord Project has partnered with the Trusted IoT Alliance to establish techno-legal standards and open source
code for the intersection between blockchain, IoT, and smart legal contracts. The…

•

Rpl iot
Creative Space Lab
Rpl iot. Since its standardization, RPL has contributed to the advancement of communications in the world of tiny,
embedded networking devices by providing, along RPL is the routing protocol developed specifically for low power
and lossy networks, in which nodes and routers are expected to be ...

•

IoT::Types::Job
AWS Documentation
Specifies whether the job will continue to run (CONTINUOUS), or will be complete after all those things specified as
targets have completed the job (SNAPSHOT). #targets ⇒ Array<String>. A list of IoT things and thing groups to
which the job should be sent.
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Does microsofte28099s azure iot edge live up to the hype3f part two
Eizo
Capture and Find a partner Get up and running in Itron Selects Microsoft Azure as Preferred Cloud Platform.
Capitalize on Azure Machine Learning, Azure Stream Analytics, Azure Functions Aug 25, 2017 Azure IoT Edge itself
is written in C. Microsoft has developed Azure IoT and Cortana The Internet of ...
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How iot works
GoMeasure3D
It's been a true transformation. Common IoT applications either collect and process telemetry from devices or enable
users to control a device remotely. IoT WoRKS by HCL, enables enterprises to leverage best–in–class IoTsolutions,
create IoT platforms for maximizing returns from their asset ...

•

3gpp iot architecture

ResQ
uma. The 3GPP notes that the NB-IoT spec will enable low device power consumption and optimized network
architecture. Characteristics. 321 [TGPP36321], 36. 3gpp. 1996 and is a senior expert in system and network
architecture. Long range i. Status: Under change control. Also, LTE provides built-in ...
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Getting started with windows 10 iot core for raspberry pi 3 pdf
Silixa
Running Windows 10 IoT Core. 10. Beginning Windows 10 IoT Core Raspberry Pi 2 is ideal for anyone wishing to
learn about the Raspberry Pi 2, Windows 10 IoT along with the Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing as a
bonus. Page 2. Getting Started with Raspberry Pi and related trade dress ...

